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I recommend not using sites you found easily from the likes of google and forums as these are most likely scams. Just
wait out the weekend. Wait for someone to offer it to you, don't go looking as chances are all the places you find are
scams. Also - legality issues. If so, that makes more sense. There are too many scams out there. It's possible to get
practically any drug online, you just need to have a legitimate source. Even if you ordered it right now, you wouldn't get
in in time I don't think. Are you talking about someone asking you in person? It'll be well worth it. You're better waiting
for someone to come to you. What's that supposed to mean? Plus, it'll give your body a rest. Going without them for that
long after being on them everyday for so long sucks to say the least. I would be more skeptic of someone offering me
oxycodone from another countryAug 14, - The hardest part of scoring drugs in the age of the digital black market? As I
was reporting my profile of the Dread Pirate Roberts, the entrepreneur behind the booming Silk Road black market for
illegal drugs, Forbes tested the Bitcoin-based drug-buying process on the three most. Jun 8, - Has anyone ever actually
tried to order a prescription med (without a prescription) online from overseas or from one of those sites claiming to
have a I also ordered 2 mg alprazolam in from a vendor that was purportedly in the U.S. and I got them only to find they
were fakes. I don't remember what I Experiences - - Buying oxy online - is it possible? Jul 20, - Answer 1 of Has anyone
had any luck in buying or has anyone tired to buy Vicodin, lortab or xynex in cozumel? a friend told me he went and
was able US tourists returning home with foreign-bought prescription drugs for personal consumption -- be it from
Mexico, Canada or elsewhere. Has anyone?Missing: online. Oct 16, - What pain medications can you buy online?
Oxycodone, hydrocodone, Percocet, Vicodin, tramadol and other painkillers can easily be found online, along with other
controlled substances that are becoming harder for patients to obtain legally. There are thousands of websites that have
figured it out and. Dec 12, - Savings on brand name medicine purchased from a legitimate Canadian pharmacy can be
dramatic. We asked an organization that We have prepared a Guide to Saving Money on Medicine that provides more
details on the benefits and risks of shopping for medicines online. In it you will find our ten tips. Jun 15, - Reader Carol
says her prescription costs have doubled because of a new health plan: I can't say I've ever purchased meds online, but
maybe you have. Help us help Carol and spill about Canada has extremely stringent policies in place to ensure drugs
sold in the country are safe. These are, at the. Oct 2, - Sure, there are a few valid-ish reasons for why some individuals
buy their pills over the Internet. Aug 2, - State Senator Anne Haskell, a Democrat who voted in favor of the law,
acknowledges its legality is a question that isn't solved until someone takes it to court For skittish shoppers, sites like
LegitScript and unahistoriafantastica.com have built businesses around verifying the legitimacy of online pharmacies.
Sep 11, - 16 Answers - Posted in: percocet, pain, chronic, medication - Answer: No, there isn't a legal way to buy
percocet legally. Online sales does anyone have any experience with ANYTHING like this? oh- i actually did find one
thing that did help somewhat - its called "krontom" and i bought it on unahistoriafantastica.com Feb 1, - He found a site
named Mexican Pharmacy Online that promised to mail drugs ordered over the Internet with "no prescription hassles."
Codeine. . "I have no doubt this is the real thing," he said, adding that he's familiar with the drug since it was prescribed
to him last year as a painkiller following surgery.
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